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Problem Statement:

System Management Mode (SMM) is the most 
privileged mode of execution on x86(64) 
architecture. SMM code can bypass and 
subvert hypervisor based security solutions. 
In an effort to prevent SMM exploitation, Intel 
introduced the STM (SMI Transfer Monitor) – 
an SMM hypervisor.

Though the first STM implementation 
was introduced in August 2015, little 
documentation exists and the security 
implications are not yet well understood. We 
seek to investigate using STM technology to 
debug and analyze low-level security solutions.

Objectives and Approach:

  Build upon Intel’s base hypervisor

  Develop and test on open-source hardware  
 (MinnowBoard Turbot)

  Characterize STM capability

  Invent novel and reliable ways to transfer   
 control to the STM at chosen points in time

  Implement introspection and debugging    
 functionality within the STM

  Implement a remote command interface for  
 the STM over high speed serial

  Use the introspection STM to evaluate OS   
 use of Intel’s HW security features

Results:

  Implemented VMM handlers for RDTSCP    
 and RDTSC instruction support, giving the   
 hypervisor control over timing information   
 presented to guest VMs

  Integrated an open-source disassembler   
 (diStorm3) that runs in the STM
 environment and supports abstract     
 representations of instructions/operands

  Extended introspection STM functionally with
 a new command to disassemble user-    
 specified regions of memory and output the  
 results over high speed serial

  Will investigate options for systematically   
 tracking of control flow and code coverage   
 from the STM

Impact and Benefits:

  Gain and document knowledge of new Intel
 security mechanisms and their
 implementation in modern operating     
 systems

  Create a security research platform that    
 provides unparalleled visibility into low-level
 Intel security mechanisms
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